
Noir Corruption and the City

Your impressions of Tuesday’s screenings compared to last week’s

Q: If there was a post-war cynicism in the 40s and 50s, which produced the noir, shouldn’t
we have seen a return of the noir after Vietnam? Did we, in the 70s? What about in the
90s after the Gulf War?

a. Chinatown, The Conversation, The Godfather
but these are not considered noirs. Why not? What was different about

the 70s vs. the 40s?
b. The Usual Suspects, Seven, L.A. Confidential, Unforgiven, Three Kings

but again: how are these films different?
Arguably, the cynicism dovetailed with the post-war expansion away from the city to burbs

City came to represent the "den of sin" "sodom and gomorrah" idea of iniquity

These questions dovetail with reading and screenings for this week
Two prominent themes

The city as dark, labyrinthine place
Dark: visually; Dark: psychologically
Twisting: visually; Twisting: narratively
Empty: spatially; empty: emotionally—bare

Three levels of labyrinth: the physical, the intersection of teeming life (the human
condition as mess), the hero’s interior (how the hero reacts to these others?)
People in power as corrupt, unable to be trusted by others

Those who are supposed to be good turn out to be bad
cops, insurance agents, young women, district attorneys, city

leaders
Even those who are known to be criminals we can come to trust

only to find they would double-cross us in a second
They are intertwined: the city is dangerous, but primarily because of the people in

it

CLIPS:
Maltese Falcon Opening; Miles’ body is recovered; Sam loses the gunsel
Double Indemnity opening sequence; office as site of ongoing double-cross
Big Sleep bookstore location, slightly seedy
M opening set in city
Third Man made more confusing because of narrow city streets
Touch of Evil implication is that merely living in the city is corrupting; Sanchez framed;
Grande framed/killed

SEE ALSO:
Sunset Blvd.'s play between city and suburb (a twist: city is good for him, estate is
decrepit)
Lady from Shanghai's use of city as place where the action unravels (especially funhouse)
Kiss Me Deadly's use of the city

SCREENING DISCUSSION: Asphalt Jungle

opening sequence
Lineup mise en scene
corrupt cop Dietrich
caper (no clip): tension mounts due to how close everyone else is



idealizing the pastoral country

DISCUSS:
How is the city implicated visually in the narrative?
What aspects of the cityscape encourage its dark mood?
How is corruption interlaced with the city, both implicitly and explicitly?

Christopher Notes (from "Into the Labyrinth" in Somewhere in the Night)

12 protagonist serves as tour guide through the labyrinth; he/she knows its contours
13 roots not only in hard boiled det. fiction, but also in gothic horror of UK and Germany
17 hree levels of labyrinth: the physical, the intersection of teeming life (the human
condition as mess), the hero’s interior (how the hero reacts to these others?)
18 labyrinth is entrance to the underworld, a place for death and rebirth


